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Learning for global competence
Global issues covered in the curriculum (PISA)
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"I think my behaviour can impact
people in other countries"

"I can do something about the
problems of the world"

"It is right to boycott companies that
are known to provide poor…

"When I see the poor conditions that
some people in the world live…

"I think of myself as a citizen of the
world"

"Looking after the global
environment is important to me"

Percentage of students who agreed or strongly agreed with the following statements:

Learning to act:
Students’ agency regarding global issues (PISA, average)

Fig VI.5.1a



Student readiness for environmental challenges
Analytical framework of the forthcoming PISA report (2022)



How do countries embed “literacy for sustainable development” 
in their curriculum? 
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British Columbia (Canada) (3%)
Japan (38%)

Portugal (11%)
Israel (21%)
Korea (24%)

Sweden (20%)
Estonia (39%)

China (45%)
Australia (18%)

Greece (8%)
Lithuania (28%)

Saskatchewan (Canada) (25%)
Northern Ireland (United Kingdom) (32%)

Kazakhstan (32%)

Curriculum content items targeting literacy for sustainable development (as main or sub target), by learning area

National Language Mathematics Humanities

Science Technologies/Home economics Arts

Physical Education/Health

Source: preliminary findings from the OECD E2030 CCM main study



Learning from teachers’ insights

www.globalteachinginsights.org
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